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Inland ship captains prefer the confined river and its banks to the vastness of the open ocean. But make no mistake, by no means
is the river an easy ride and concentrat 5d3b920ae0
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Inland shipping itself is a rather interesting 'DLC'- if you can call it that. It provides several barges, a inland shipping vessel,
small tug and mooring-line support vessel. Majority of the scenarios are based in Rotterdam/Hamburg due to the large, winding
and narrow channels- respective of inland shipping and the likes. The vessels themselves are interesting, different and offer new
oppourtunities to learn and understand about small-scale 'narrow' operations- which otherwise go unseen (mooring line
operations, small scale towage e.t.c). Then again, spin can be put on to the fact that these vessels are exactly the same as those
offered in other DLC's- e.g. the harbour tug is awefully similar in setup to the Bugsier 2- except smaller and more
manouverable. The Deo Favente is very much the same to the inland container vessel, and the Mooring-Support vessel is just a
small pleasure craft with the setup to the common Fully-Enclosed lifeboat. Alongside the barges, they're essentially the same
model with different textures plastered on the top to simulate 'cargo'. Then again, to be fair, the more variation and difference in
the game is acceptable- more scenarios, more practice, more oppourtunity to learn and have fun. It's good. All I would say is get
it when it's on sale- not at full price. General consensus on all the DLC's for SSE.
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